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Abstract: Fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals or quantum dots (QDs) are characterized by
unique optical properties, including a high photostability, wide absorption spectrum, and narrow,
symmetric fluorescence spectrum. This makes them attractive fluorescent nanolabels for the optical
encoding of microcarriers intended for targeted drug delivery, diagnosis, and imaging of transport
processes on the body, cellular, and subcellular levels. Incorporation of QDs into carriers in the
form of polyelectrolyte microcapsules through layer-by-layer adsorption of oppositely charged
polyelectrolyte polymers yields microcapsules with a bright fluorescence signal and adaptable
size, structure, and surface characteristics without using organic solvents. The easily modifiable
surface of the microcapsules allows for its subsequent functionalization with capture molecules,
such as antibodies, which ensures specific and selective interaction with cells, including tumor cells,
with the use of the bioconjugation technique developed here. We obtained stable water-soluble
nanolabels based on QDs whose surface was modified with polyethylene glycol (PEG) derivatives
and determined their colloidal and optical characteristics. The obtained nanocrystals were used
to encode polyelectrolyte microcapsules optically. The microcapsule surface was modified with
humanized monoclonal antibodies (Abs) recognizing a cancer marker, epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR). The possibility of effective, specific, and selective delivery of the microcapsules
to tumor cells expressing EGFR has been demonstrated. The results show that the QD-encoded
polyelectrolyte microcapsules functionalized with monoclonal Abs against EGFR can be used for
targeted imaging and diagnosis.
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1. Introduction
Methods of fluorescence imaging are used to analyze transport, distribution, and interaction
processes on the molecular, cellular, and tissue levels. A high sensitivity, the possibility of real-time
analysis, non-invasiveness, and safety of recording the signal make fluorescence imaging highly
demanded in diagnostic methods and in tracing the transport of drugs and vehicles for their delivery
to specific cells or body compartments. For the imaging to be possible, the drugs or systems of their
delivery should be fluorescent, which, if they have no inherent fluorescence, can be ensured by tagging
them with fluorophores characterized by distinct, bright, and stable fluorescence [1,2]. The role of such
fluorescent tags can be played by fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals referred to as quantum dots
(QDs). QDs possess unique optical properties, including high fluorescence quantum yield and molar
extinction coefficient, a wide absorption spectrum, and a narrow, symmetric emission spectrum with the
peak wavelength determined by the physical size of the nanocrystal [3]. Resistance to photobleaching
and photo- and chemically induced destruction makes QDs more attractive labels than the organic
molecules routinely used for this purpose in bioimaging and fluorescent detection. The QDs to be used
as nanolabels in biomedical applications should be soluble in water and biological fluids, colloidally
stable, and biocompatible [4,5]. The optimal characteristics of QDs can be ensured by replacing their
original surface ligands with water-soluble ones (mercaptopropionic acid, cysteamine, cysteine, etc.), as
well as by solubilizing them with stabilizing hydrophilic ligands, such as thiol-containing surfactants.
However, colloidal characteristics of QDs, such as their size, shape, surface charge, and surface ligand
composition, determine their potential toxicity, which limits the use of QDs in biomedicine [6].
Micro- and nanosized carriers can be fluorescently labeled or optically encoded through the
incorporation of QDs into them [7,8]. In this case, the shell of the carrier serves as a barrier restricting
the interaction of QDs with biological structures, which increases their general biocompatibility.
Polyelectrolyte microcapsules are promising carriers for various agents, such as fluorescent labels,
fluorescently tagged polymers, nucleic acids, peptides, proteins, drugs, and nanoparticles (plasmonic,
magnetic, and fluorescent semiconductor ones) that can be placed (encapsulated) into them [9].
Polyelectrolyte microcapsules are obtained by means of layer-by-layer adsorption of oppositely
charged polyelectrolytes onto the surface of microparticles with a matrix structure, which results in
core/shell microcapsules. Soft-shell microcapsules are obtained through subsequent removal of the core
with the use of specific agents that do not disturb the integrity of the polyelectrolyte shell coating the
core [10]. Microcapsules with a soft structure have enough flexibility to move into zones characterized
by enhanced penetrability (such as inflammation and tumor growth zones). In addition, the technology
of layer-by-layer application of polyelectrolytes makes it possible to use preliminarily functionalized
cores, as well as to embed functional components into the polymer shell while it is formed. This can be
used to separate different functional components from one another within the carrier structure to cope
with their chemical, physical, or pharmacological incompatibility. The surface of the microcapsules
can be modified with various ligands, including capture molecules, e.g., antibodies (Abs) against
specific receptors of tumor cells (cancer markers). Thus, the microcapsules can be functionalized via
bioconjugation and, hence, used for targeted delivery to tumor cells [11,12].
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) characterized by inherent tyrosine kinase activity, which
controls cell proliferation is expressed by many tumors, such as head, neck, ovary, bladder, and
esophagus cancers, and is the key marker for their diagnosis and targeted therapy [13–15].
The goal of this study was to develop approaches to obtaining water-soluble, colloidally
stable core/shell QDs with the use of polyethylene glycol (PEG) derivatives containing thiol and
carboxyl-terminal functional groups, as well as to design polyelectrolyte microcapsules fluorescently
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tagged with QDs as nanolabels. We also report the optical and dispersion characteristics of both
QDs and QD-encoded microcapsules fabricated in this study, as well as the results of studying the
possibility for targeted delivery of the microcapsules to tumor cells, in particular, those expressing
the cancer marker EGFR, after vectorization with humanized monoclonal anti-EGFR Abs (Cetuximab,
Erbitux® ) used for treatment of EGFR-positive tumors. Our data demonstrate that the QD-encoded
polyelectrolyte microcapsules can serve as a basis for designing theranostic and fluorescent agents for
targeted drug delivery, detection of tumor cells, and tracking of transport processes.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Obtaining Water-Soluble, Colloidally Stable Quantum Dots
CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs with a fluorescence peak wavelength of 600 nm, coated with
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) were kindly provided by Dr. Pavel Samokhvalov (LNBE, NRNU
MEPhI, Moscow, Russian Federation). The QDs were initially purified from excess of TOPO by a series
of dissolution/precipitation cycles in a chloroform-methanol mixture. Then, the QDs were transferred
to the aqueous phase by replacing the TOPO ligand with DL-cysteine. The water-soluble QDs
were additionally solubilized with a PEG derivative containing sulfhydryl and carboxyl end groups
(CT(PEG)12 , Thermo Scientific, Rockford, Illinois, USA) as described earlier [16]. The water-soluble
QDs stabilized with the PEG derivative were purified from the unbound ligands using gel filtration.
The optical properties of the obtained QD samples were estimated by means of an Agilent Cary 60
spectrophotometer and an Agilent Cary Eclipse spectrofluorometer. The QD hydrodynamic diameter
and surface charge were analyzed by the dynamic light scattering and laser Doppler electrophoresis
methods using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, Worcestershire, UK).
2.2. Synthesis of Polyelectrolyte Microcapsules Encoded with Quantum Dots
Polyelectrolyte microcapsules were obtained through layer-by-layer adsorption of oppositely
charged polyelectrolytes, the polycation poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH, 15,000 Da) and the
polyanions poly(styrenesulfonate sodium salt) (PSS, 70,000 Da), polyacrylic acid (PAA, 15,000 Da).
The polymers were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). The polyelectrolytes were applied onto
the surface of calcium carbonate microparticles used as a substrate. These microparticles were
obtained by the precipitation method with the use of equimolar calcium chloride and sodium
carbonate solutions at a ratio of 1:1 (v/v). Initially, the template particles were dispersed in 0.5 mL
of ultrapure water. Then, 0.5 mL of a 2 mg/mL polyelectrolyte solution in 0.5 M NaCl was added to
0.5 mL of a suspension. The polyelectrolytes were applied onto the substrate in the following order:
PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS. After deposition of each polyelectrolyte, the excess
of the polymer was washed by centrifugation using ultrapure water.
The microcapsules were labelled with the prepared water-soluble QDs via adsorption of the
QDs onto the calcium carbonate microparticles preliminarily coated with the PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS/PAH
layers as described elsewhere [17,18]. The layer of adsorbed QDs was then coated with
additional polyelectrolyte layers in the order PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS. The sizes and fluorescence
characteristics of the resultant microparticles were analyzed using optical and fluorescence microscopies.
2.3. Obtaining Microcapsules with a Hollow Structure Not Containing the Substrate
The microcapsules with a hollow structure not containing the substrate were obtained
by dissolving the microparticles in 0.5 M sodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA)
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution (pH 8.0). The microcapsules used had the following structure:
CaCO3 /PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS/PAH/PSS. Specifically, 6 × 106 microcapsules containing
cores were resuspended in 5 ml of 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0) and incubated for 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 h at room
temperature while stirring. After the incubation, the obtained microcapsules were sedimented by
centrifugation; the, supernatant was withdrawn and replaced with purified water. The washing off of
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the products of the core dissolution was repeated three times. After the last washing, the microcapsules
were resuspended in 0.5 ml of MilliQ water.
In order to determine how completely the template was removed and estimate the permeability of
the polyelectrolyte shell, the soft microcapsules were stained with dyes of different molecular weights
(trypan blue with Mw 960.8 g/mol). 6 × 106 microcapsules were resuspended in 0.5 ml of 0.05 M
phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) containing 2.3 mM of trypan blue. The samples were incubated on a rotary
shaker for 16 h at 25 ◦ C and thermostatic conditions. After the incubation, the staining efficiency of
the microcapsules was analyzed. The quantity of the dye entrapped within the microcapsules was
estimated spectrophotometrically using a SPARK10M multimodal plate reader (Tecan, Switzerland).
2.4. Bioconjugation of the Quantum Dot–Encoded Polyelectrolyte Microcapsules with Monoclonal Antibodies
Before bioconjugation of the microcapsules, their surface was coated with PAA, and the calcium
carbonate template was removed using EDTA. Then the surface of the microcapsules was activated
by means of the carbodiimide reaction involving 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS)
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, Illinois, USA). Different amounts of humanized monoclonal
anti-EGFR Abs (Cetuximab, Erbitux® from Merck Serono, Germany) were loaded to functionalize
the microcapsules. The biofunctionalization was performed for 2 h at room temperature with the
use of a zero-length carbodiimide cross-linker as described earlier [19]. Briefly, 10 µL of 50 mg/mL
sulfo-NHS and EDC were subsequently added to the 6 × 106 of PAA-coated hollow QD-encoded
microcapsules. The pre-activated microcapsules were washed off the excess of cross-linkers with
50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) via centrifugation. Then, the monoclonal anti-EGFR Abs were
added to the microcapsule suspension, and the volume of the reaction mixture was adjusted to 0.5 mL.
The suspension was mixed while shaking for 2 h at room temperature in the absence of light. After that,
the microcapsules were washed with 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4) by centrifugation and resuspended in
10 mM PBS (pH 7.4) containing 1% of bovine serum albumin (BSA). The effectiveness of the surface
functionalization was estimated as the ratio between the amount of Abs bound to the microcapsule
surface and the initial Ab content of the reaction mixture. The amount of bound Abs was determined
as the difference between the Ab content in the mixture before and after the reaction, which were
measured spectrophotometrically using a NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Fischer, Rockford, Illinois, USA).
The surface charge of the resultant conjugates was measured using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern
Instruments, Worcestershire, UK).
2.5. Assessment of the Possibility to Target Tumor Cells with the Quantum Dot–Encoded Polyelectrolyte
Microcapsules Functionalized with Monoclonal Antibodies
The functional activity of the obtained polyelectrolyte microcapsules containing QDs and
carrying monoclonal anti-EGFR Abs on the surface were estimated in experiments on cultured
cells. MDA-MB-468 human breast adenocarcinoma cells were used as model EGFR-expressing tumor
cells, and MCF-7 cells served as EGFR-negative control cells. The cells were plated onto four-chamber
slides and cultured at 37 ◦ C for 12 h. Then, 6 × 106 fluorescent polyelectrolyte microcapsules
conjugated with monoclonal anti-EGFR Abs and additionally treated with BSA were suspended in the
supplemented culture medium and added to the cell culture. The microcapsule-cell interaction was
analyzed using an SP5 confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany) as described
earlier [17]. The fluorescence signal of the functionalized, QD-encoded microcapsules was recorded in
the wavelength range from 550 to 653 nm, with the fluorescence excited at 488 nm. In confocal images,
the particle number was estimated by means of a particle counting mask during post-processing using
the Fiji software (an image processing package based on ImageJ software, USA).
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Design and Preparation of Quantum Dot-Encoded Polyelectrolyte Microcapsules
The prepared template calcium carbonate microparticles were 4.0 to 6.0 µm in size and were
characterized with a slightly negative ζ-potential (− 6.0 ± 1.6 mV), enabling the application of the
polycation PAH as the first polyelectrolyte layer that facilitated primary polymer layer deposition
by electrostatically driven adsorption. Then, the polyelectrolyte shell was formed by depositing a
polyanion (the negatively charged PSS) and subsequently alternating the PAH and PSS layers until the
desired shell thickness was reached.
The resultant water-soluble QDs, after the purification, ligand exchange, and solubilization, had
typical wide adsorption and narrow symmetrical fluorescence spectra, the position of the fluorescence
maximum remaining the same (600 nm) as demonstrated in Figure S1, Supplementary Materials.
The QDs had a hydrodynamic diameter ranging from 19.2 to 24.3 nm (Figure S1, Supplementary
Materials) and a ζ-potential of –33.2 ± 1.2 mV, ensuring their effective entrapment within the positively
charged polyelectrolyte layers of the microcapsule shell.
A single layer of QDs was applied onto the PAH-coated microparticles, and then the QDs were
immobilized with outer polyelectrolyte layers (Figure 1a). Each cycle of polyelectrolyte and QD
deposition was characterized by flips in the surface charge of the microparticles, which varied from
−26 mV to +15 mV. Flips of surface charges by layer-by-layer coating were examined by zeta-potential
measurements using a ZetaSizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK) and were
presented in our previous studies [17,18]. The resultant microcapsules were characterized by the size
and shape similar to those of the template microbeads used. The microphotograph of the QD-encoded
microcapsules demonstrates their bright fluorescence determined by the QDs (Figure 1b). The QD
localization pattern within the polyelectrolyte shell was already investigated in microcapsule sections
using fluorescence microscopy, where the highly homogeneous distribution of QDs fluorescence
within the shell was observed [18]. The loading of QDs on microparticles was quantified earlier [17].
For the microcapsule surface area of nearly 8.2 × 107 nm2 , the total surface area of the deposited QDs
was found to be ~4.6 × 109 nm2 . This fact shows a multilayer character of QD adsorption during
their layer-by-layer deposition on the microcapsule surface. The fluorescence properties of the final
microparticles, including the fluorescence spectra and lifetimes of embedded QDs, have been examined
and described in our previous studies [17,18].
After that, the surface of the microcapsules was modified with different polymers containing
the functional groups required for bioconjugation (e.g., PAA and PAH), and the calcium carbonate
microparticles were dissolved to obtain hollow fluorescent microcapsules.
Hollow-structured polyelectrolyte microcapsules were obtained using EDTA as a calcium-specific
dissolution agent, preserving the interpolymer complex deposited on the template cores [20]. Since the
microcapsule polyelectrolyte shell is supposed to be permeable for low-molecular-weight compounds,
EDTA (Mw 372.2 g/mol) and its water-soluble complexes with calcium ions forming during interaction
with calcium carbonate template are expected to be removed out of the microcapsules due to
the penetration through the polyelectrolyte shell. To analyze the permeability of the designed
shell for the low-molecular-weight compounds, EDTA-treated microcapsules were stained with a
low-molecular-weight dye such as trypan blue. The obtained results showed effective entrapment
of the dye within the microcapsules of the designed shell thickness (Figure 2). All the microcapsule
samples after treatment with 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0) preserved the integrity of their shells, indicating the
possibility of the usage of such agents even for long-term treatment of microcapsules. The highest
entrapment efficiencies of trypan blue were achieved after 6 h of the templated microcapsules treatment
with EDTA. This could be explained by a higher molecular weight of the dye comparing to that of EDTA
and its calcium complexes, ensuring slower diffusion of trypan blue into the microcapsules, particularly
at the initial time points during core removal. The residuals of calcium carbonate microparticles
possibly remaining inside the microcapsule shell during short-term template dissolution could have
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Functionalization of the microcapsules was performed using covalent coupling, which is known to
be a stronger and more effective way of Ab immobilization compared to passive adsorption. The EDC
and sulfo-NHS crosslinkers were used for the activation of the carboxyl groups constituting the outer
layer of the polyelectrolyte shell. EDC interaction with sulfo-NHS during the activation step resulted
in the formation of the sulfo-NHS–ester intermediate which is reactive towards the primary amino
groups of Ab, forming a covalent amine bond as shown in Figure 3a.
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Here, our goal was to perform primary analysis of microparticle–cell interaction in terms of cancer
cell recognition and targeting against cell membrane receptors, in particular, EGFR. Testing of the
functional activity of the designed Ab-functionalized, QD-encoded microcapsules was performed using
live cells expressing EGFR, namely, MDA-MB-468 human breast adenocarcinoma cells. The possibility
of nonspecific interaction was studied using similar human breast adenocarcinoma cells, MCF-7, which
did not express EGFR and were used as an EGFR-negative control. The interaction was analyzed
during 1 h after the microcapsule samples were added to both types of cells.
We used the QD-encoded microcapsules conjugated with humanized monoclonal anti-EGFR
Abs at a ratio of 1:(2 × 107 ), which we considered the most promising in terms of the Ab content and
coupling efficiency. The data shown in Figure 4 demonstrate the interaction of the Ab-functionalized
microcapsules with the live EGFR-positive MDA-MB-468 cells. The microcapsules were observed to be
located all over the cell surface (Figure 5a), exhibiting their efficiency in targeting the MDA-MB-468
cells. The amount of the microcapsules attached to the cells varied from 1 to 9, depending on the cell
size and availability for particle attachment. However, the contribution of nonspecific interaction had
to be analyzed. For that purpose, we prepared samples of BSA-coated microcapsules without Abs.
BSA was used as a back-coating agent in bioconjugation to block activated areas of the microcapsule
surface and make it more inert to the microenvironment and more biocompatible [18].
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As shown in Figure 5, the interaction of the conjugates with EGFR-negative cells was almost
negligible. BSA-coated control samples of the QD-encoded microcapsules revealed no distinct
binding to either EGFR-positive or EGFR-negative cells, which indicates the specificity of the
interaction of the conjugated microcapsules with cells and demonstrates their functional activity in
terms of live cancer cell targeting. In the present study, the cancer cell targeting capacity, in
particular, the specific interaction of the particles with the cell membrane receptors (in terms of
proof-of-concept studies of the designed antibody-functionalized QD-encoded microcapsules) was
investigated. However, it is known that macropinocytosis and phagocytosis involving lipid raft
formation are typically involved in the uptake of polyelectrolyte microcapsules [23]. Earlier, the
QD-encoded microcapsule uptake by murine alveolar macrophages was studied [17], and the
primary signs of lipid raft formation have been observed. The analysis of the internalization
pathways and intracellular localization of the microcapsules has to be investigated and will be
further considered.
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solid line; the data on QD hydrodynamic diameter distribution are presented in the inset).
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fluorescent polyelectrolyte microcapsules have been successfully functionalized with monoclonal Abs
(cetuximab), providing effective targeting of the particles to cancer cells. The engineered bioconjugates
of the microcapsules and Abs exhibit particle–cell interaction specificity, which has been demonstrated
using an EGFR-expressing cancer cell model. Thus, the designed QD-encoded polyelectrolyte
microcapsules are a promising platform for biofunctionalization and cancer cell targeting in further
developing of novel, sophisticated fluorescent bioimaging and theranostic tools.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2304-6732/6/4/117/s1,
Figure S1: Quantum dot characteristics (absorption spectrum is shown in dashed line; fluorescence spectrum is
shown in solid line; the data on QD hydrodynamic diameter distribution are presented in the inset).
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